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INTRODUCTION

In the quark sector, mixings between d, s, b quarks are described by Kabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices 1]. At present, we know that the lepton numbers
are not conserved 2-5] and v, v�,, v, neutrinos are also mixed. Then, for lepton
sector we can also introduce similar matrices. Unfortunately, we do not know
if there are neutrino oscillations or only neutrino mixings without oscillations.
Therefore, it is necessary to consider all the realistic schemes of neutrino mixings
and oscillations. Usually, only the standard scheme of neutrino oscillations is
considered 6]. Since in this scheme the law of energy-momentum conservation
is not fulfilled 7), we suppose that this scheme is not a realistic one for description
of neutrino oscillations. We proposed three schemes for description of neutrino
mixings and oscillations 7]. The first scheme is the development of the standard
scheme in the framework of the particle physics. In these schemes neutrino
transitions are virtual if neutrino masses are different. You are invited to study
these schemes of neutrino mixings and oscillations. In the paper we also obtain
mixing matrices for these schemes.

SCHEMES (TYPES) OF NEUTRINO MIXING (OSCILLATION)
AND THEIR MIXING MATRICES

In the general case there can be two schemes (types) of neutrino mixings
(oscillations): mass mixing schemes and charge mixings scheme (as it takes
place in the vector dominance model or vector boson mixings in the standard
model of electroweak interactions).

1. Two Schemes of Neutrino Mass Mixings (Oscillations) and Their Mixing
Matrices. In the standard approach 61 it is supposed that neutrinos have already
been created in superposition states, i.e., mass matrix is a nondiagonal one. If
mass matrix is nondiagonal at once, then we must diagonalize this matrix in order
to find eigenstates of neutrinos. Then eigenstates are i, v2, v neutrinos, i.e., there
must be created vj, v2, v3 neutrinos but not v, vm, v, neutrinos. It is obvious that
it cannot be coordinated with experimental data. In the weak interactions only
physical neutrinos (v, v, v) are created, i.e., mass matrix is a diagonal one, and
then at violation of the lepton numbers this matrix is transformed into nondiagonal
one 7]. We stress this point for its fundamental importance.

Originally it was supposed 6] that these neutrino oscillations are real oscil-
lations, i.e., that there takes place a real transition of electron neutrino V, into
muon neutrino v (or tau neutrino v,). Then the neutrino x = t,,r will decay in
electron neutrino plus something

Vx - e . .....
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as a result, we get energy from vacuum, which equals the mass difference (if
Mv > M'e)

AE (2)

Then, again this electron neutrino transits into muon neutrino, which decays again
and we get energy and etc. So we have got a perpetuum mobile! Obviously, the
law of energy conservation cannot be fulfilled in this process. The only way to
restore the law of energy conservation is to demand that this process is a virtual
one. Then, these oscillations will be the virtual ones and they are described in the
framework of the uncertainty relations. The correct theory of neutrino oscillations
can be constructed only in the framework of the particle physics theory, where
the concept of mass shell is present [8], 9].

We can also see that there are two cases of neutrino transitions (oscillations)
in the scheme of mass mixings 9].

LL Development of the standard scheme of neutrino mixings (oscillations).
The standard scheme belongs to the so-called mass mixings scheme, since mixing
parameters are expressed through elements of mass matrix. In this case the
probability of v, --+ z/, transition (oscillation) is described by the following
expression (for simplification we consider two neutrino v, v�, mixings cases):

2 2
P(V' --+ V" t = sin 2 20 sin 2 t MV1 - M12 (3)

2pe

where p, is a momentum of v, neutrino,

2
2 4m Ve VA

sin 20 = (4)
(Tn, - MJ2 4M2V'V'

and
2 1/2

M112 (MV + M"') ((MV, - M + 4m., (5)
2

At this transitions (oscillations) neutrinos remain on their mass shell and transi-
tions (oscillations) must be virtual.

It is interesting to remark that expression 4) can be obtained from the Breit-
Wigner distribution 101

P (r/2 )2 (6)
(E - E2 + ]P/2)2'

using the following substitutions:

E Eo r/2 = 2m,,,,, (7)
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where P/2 = W( ... is a width of v -- v transition, then we can use a standard
method 9 for calculating this value. Then, the probability of V, -- v,
transitions is defined by these neutrino masses and width of their transitions.

Expression for length of these oscillations has the following form:

L, = 27r 2p (8)
im 2 - m 21'

2 1

Above, we considered the case of two neutrino transitions (oscillations). In
the general case we must consider three neutrino transitions (oscillations). For a
complete description of three neutrino oscillations we must have six parameters
(we suppose that this mass matrix is symmetric about the diagonal one)

M", M"�Vp MV. V,
m"VP M" mVf'V' (9)
mv'�" mVJ11V' mv,

three diagonal terms of this matrix are masses of three physical neutrinos m..,
m,,, m., and three nondiagonal mass terms of this matrix are ml,.,,,
m,,,,-neutrino transition widths. Since in the expression for neutrino transition
probabilities, mass differences (in squared form) are used in reality, we need only
five parameters (and for further simplification physical neutrino masses are used).
Besides, if mass matrix is complex, there appears one parameter, connected with
CP violation.

Let us consider back problem, i.e., problem of finding of these (six) para-
meters from experiments. From experiments on neutrino transitions (oscillations)
we can determine the following six values: three values from amplitudes

4m 2
sin 2 20ij Livj (10)

V3)2 M2(m, m 4 ViVj

2and three values from oscillation lengths (or differences of squared masses mV"'
m 2

VO
IM _ 2

t) 2 V. V, IP'(Vi sin t 2p,

where
< j i, j = e, M,,r; a,, = 2 3.

Using these parameters we can obtain values of six neutrino mass matrix pa-
rameters: three values for neutrino mass (or two mass differences) and three
nondiagonal mass parameters (widths of neutrino transitions).

These mixing angles can be connected with mixing matrix V as in the case
of Kabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix in standard manner 1). We will choose
a parameterization of the mixing matrix V in the form proposed by Maiani 121:
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1 0 0 C'3 0 s,3 exp(-i6) co so 0
V= 'O c Sly 0 1 0 -so co 0

0 S-f cly -So exp(ij) 0 co 0 0 1
(12)

= sin 0, c2 + 2,4
C'M Cos 0, S'A eA e

2 ?
Ce'r cos)3-, Se, = sin)3, ce'r + eT = (13)

2 2CIA-r COS Y' S = Sin -y, c 'r + S T = ;

exp(iJ) cos J + i sin J.

In our approximation, the value of can be considered to be equal to zero.
Equations for mixing angles expressed through elements of mass matrix have

the following form:

IM", - M'r
S'1A sin I - 1 (14)

/2 \/(M,' - MJ2 + (2m,,,,,,)2

2 S2
CeAL em

Ser sin,3 (15)2 -\/(M," M,")2 + (2m,,,,)2

2'r S2
Ce er

S sin-y (16)
1A'r 72 \/(M" M",.)2 + (2m,,,.,,,)2

c 2r S2
A Irr

1.2. Analysis ofpresent status of neutrino mixing parameters. Super-Kamiokande
data 3 on atmospheric neutrino transitions for --+ vr are

sin 2 2,3 -- 1, AM2, 2.5 10-3 eV2. (17)
2

The KamLAND detector [5] on the Pe -- P transition presented the following

data: 2 AM2 10-5 V2.
sin 20 1, , - 69 e (18)

Using the above and the SNO 41 data we can come to conclusion that for ve -- v-

transitions we have sin2 2-y �--- 1, (I 9)

but the value of Am 21 remains unknown.3
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The vicinity of sin220, sin22,3, sin22-y to unity allows the expansion of
these values around unity and then expressions for sin220ij and mass differences
will have the following form:

(2mij )2 Mj M,)2 j > i; j = e, jL,,r

sin220ij - (M'j - Mi)2 (20)
2,4mi,,,,

Am 2 = M _ 2 = M" + M'e �,.)2 + (2m,,,,.,.)2,2 2 ml V(M' M' (21)

if 2m,, > Im,, - m, I then

(M""' MV, 22
AM2 = MVP + MV.)2mv.L,,, 1 + 2(2m,,,,,)2 (21')

and if 2m,,, < I m,, - m,, I then

2
2 (2m,,,,,YAm 2 M2 1 + (21//)

2 = MV1. - V, 2(m,, - ;

Am 2 = M _ 2 = M" + M", M,,,:)2 )2'
3 3 ml + (2m,, (22)

if 2m,, L, IMLI, ml/.! I then

2 (M"' - M ) 2
AM3 = m,, + m,,,)2m..., 1 + 2(2m,,,,)2 (22')

and if 2mL,,,,, < Im,, - m I then

2 2 2 (2m, 2
AM3 1 (MV-1 _ Ve 1 + (22//)

2(m,,, MV,�)2

Am 21 M 2 (M" + M V VJ2 )2,3 3 2 V(MV, - M + (2m.,,,, (23)

if 2m,,,,, > M", - m,,, I then

2 (MV, - M 2
AM31 = M" + .,.)2m,,.,, 1 + 2(2m,,,,,)2 (23')

and if 2mVA V, I M, M,,, I then

2 2 _ 2
AM31 = (mv, M111. 1 + 2(m,, - (23//)
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In the general case from the neutrino oscillation experiments, we can obtain
six values - sin 2 20, sin 2 20, sin 2 2,/, AM21, AM32, AM31, which can be used
for determination of six parameters m,,, m,,,,,rn,,, rn., 1MV1.11 I using
3 equations 20) for sin 2 2 ... and 3 equations (2l)-(23). Unfortunately, these
equation are transcendental ones and they can be solved only numerically.

In the simplest case

sin 2 20 -- sin 2 20 -- sin 2 2-1 -- 1, (24)

M,� -- V L M = V (25)

and we get
Am 2 4mL,,,, -m, 2.5 10-3 eV2,2

2
AM31 - 4m,,,L, - m, remains unknown for the present, (26)

AM32 4m,,,L,, -m. -- 69 - 10-5 eV2,

and there is no possibility to obtain values of asses of physical neutrinos.
1.3. The case neutrino mixings without mass shell changing.Above we

considered the case when virtual neutrino transitions take place with change of
neutrino masses. Another case is also possible, when v, neutrino transits into v.
neutrino without changing mass, i. e., m* = m, thenVJ. .

tg 20 = o, (27)

0 7r/4, and
sin2 20 == 1. (28)..

In this case the probability of the v, --+ v, transition (oscillation' is described
by the following expression:

P(V, --+ v,, t) = sin 2 t (29)
2p.

Expression for length of oscillations in this case has the following form:

2p
L, = 27r (2m,,,,,,)2'

In order to make these virtual oscillations real, their participation in quasi-
elastic interactions is necessary for their transitions to their own mass shells 9].

The matrix, analogous to Kabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa in this case, is a
trivial one and it has the following form:

I 0 C,3 0 s,3 exp(-ij) co SO 0.
V= 0 C', 0 1 0 -so CO 0

0 - S'Y -f -so exp(ij) 0 CO 0 0 1

(30)
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C"4 Cos $,A = sin =
v"2 V2'

I 1
CeT Cos'3 8 eT = sin) = - (31)"F2 vf2

1 1
C11T COS Y S/1r = sin =

72 v12'

exp(%J) = .

In our approximation the value of can be considered to be equal to zero.
In case of

sin220 = sin 22,3 = sin 2 2- = 1, (32)

we have
Atn2l )2,

2 = (2m le lm,

Am 2 1= (2mv, v. )273 (33)

Am 2 2 = 2me j2,3

and we can obtain values of nondiagonal mass terms (widths of neutrino tran-
sitions) but there is no possibility of obtaining values of masses of physical

neutrinos.

It is necessary to remark that in physics all the processes are realized through

dynamics. Unfortunately, in this mass mixings scheme the dynamics is absent.

Probably, this is an indication of the fact that these schemes are incomplete ones,

i.e., these schemes demand a physical substantiation (see section 12).

Obviously, these schemes will work only if neutrino oscillations take place in

reality (it is clear that there also can be neutrino mixings in absence of neutrino

oscillations).

2. The Scheme of Neutrino Charge Mixings (Oscillations). The third scheme

(type) of mixing or transition of neutrinos can be realized by mxings of the

neutrino fields by analogy with the vector dominance model (- - p and Z - Y

mixings) the way it takes place in the particle physics. Then, in the case of two

neutrinos, we have

v, cos v, - sin Ov,,, (34)

v2 sin Ov, + cos Ov,..

In the case of three neutrinos we can also choose parameterization of the mixing

matrix V in the form proposed by Maiani 12):

1 0 C 0 8 CO SO 0
0 a '13v 0 C"' SI �y 0 1 -so co 0 (35)

0 -S-Y C'Y -S'3 0 C'3 0 0 1
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C'A Cos S'A sin 0, c 2 + S 2eii eti

Cer COS 0, Se, sin 6, c 2+ S2 J; (36)er er

2 2
ctrr COS y, Sp-r sin -y, c /A'r + SWr

The charged current in the standard model of weak interactions for two lepton
families has the following form:

Ve
ja v VA L

v Cos sin (37)
sin os 

and then the interaction Lagrangian is

L = g j-W� + h.c. (38)
VI2

and
ve = os Ov, sin v2

(39)v,, sin Ov, + os v2.

Then, taking into account that the charges of v,, v2 neutrinos are 1, 92 we have

gcosO=gl, gsinO=92, (40)

i.e.
Cos = gl, sin g2 (41)

9 9

Since sin 2 + CS2 = , then

Vg 2 29 1 92

and
Cos 91 sin 92. (42)

2
-V/�1+ R2 149 �+ R2

Since we suppose that g, 92 9 then
Vf2

Cos 0 sin (43)

It is not difficult to come to consideration of the case of three neutrino types
ve, vm, v.. Since the weak couple constants ,,,, gv,, 9v, Of Le, A, v. neutrinos
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are approximately equal in reality, i.e., g,, g,,, g, then the angle mixings
are nearly maximal:

cos = cos 0,,,,, sin 0,,,
vf2

cos,3 = cos 0,,,,, sin 0,, (44)
V'2

Cos - = Cos sin Ov,,11, V12'

As it is stressed above in the case of mass mixings scheme, we have no
dynamical substantiation in contrast to the case of charge mixings scheme, but
these schemes may be jointed if neutrino masses have the following form:

m, = gv, i = e, bt, , (45)

where v is constant, as in the Higgs mechanism 13]. And then the problem of
dynamical substantiation in this scheme is solved.

CONCLUSION

Unfortunately, we do not know if there are neutrino oscillations or only neu-
trino mixings without oscillations. Therefore, it is necessary to consider all the
realistic schemes of neutrino mixings and oscillations. In this work three schemes.
of neutrino mixings (oscillations) together with their mixing matrices (analogous
to Kabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices) were considered. In these schemes
neutrino transitions are virtual if neutrino masses are different. Two of them
belong to the so7-called mass mixing schemes (mixing parameters are expressed
by elements of mass matrices) and the third scheme belongs to the charge mixing
one (mixing parameters are expressed through charges). For the first scheme, the
equations for determination of all the elements of mass matrix (neutrino masses
and transition widths) by using experimental data were given. In the second and
third ones the mixing angles are equal or close to the maximal angles (7r/4). It is
obvious that the experiment must get an answer to the following question: Which
of these schemes is realized indeed?
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BeLUToeB X. M. E2-2004-58
Cxembi cmewHBaH14A HeftpHH i mx maTpi4ijbi cme1uHBaHHA

B pa6OTe paccmaTpHBalOTCA TH cxemEi cmewKBaH11A (OCUHAAAIjHr) HeiiTP14HO

BmeCTe c Hx maTpHijamH cmewHBaHKA, aHaJ1OrK'qHbie maTpHlxam cmeWHBaHHA

Ka6H66o-Ko6aAuiH-MacKaBb1. B 3THX cxemaX HerTP14HHbie iiepeXORbl ABJIAIOTCA

B14pTyaJ1bHbIMH, eCJ1H macCbI HerTpHHO pa3jiHqaIOTCA. ABe H3 Mix 11pHHaajie)KaT K TaK

Ha3bMaemorl cxeme macCOB16IX cmewHBaHHH (iapameTpbi meWHBaHHA Bipa)KatOTCA

mepe3 3iemeHTbl macCOBOr maTpHubi) a TpeTb ABJIAeTCA CXemOH 3apAROBLIX cmewH-
BaHHr (napameTpbl cmelUHBaHHA Bipa)KalOTCA qepe3 3apAR16I). ARA riepBOA cxembi
riojiyqeHa CHCTema H 6 ypaBHeHHH XIA onpeReiieHHA Bcex 3iiemeHTOB macCOBOii ma-
Tpitubi (macc Her4'rpHHo 1 111p14H nepexoqOB) C 1CnOJ1b3OBaHHem 3Kci1epHmeHTajib-
HEJX AaHH16IX. BO BTOPOii 14 TpeTE-eii yrimi cmewHBaHMA HerTPHHO paBHbi H 6IH3K14

K maKCHMaJ1bHbIM yiam cmeiuHBaHRA n/4). 1peariojiaraeTCA, TO 3KcriepHmeHT

)joji)KeHaaTb OTBeT Ha BOr1pOC: KOTOPaR H3 3THX cxem peajiK3yeTCA BaerCTBKTejibHo-

CTH?

Pa6OTa B6lnOJIHeHa B la6opaTopHH (�HWKK aCTHLk M14 1 IHCTHTYTe ripH-

KiiaaHOR maTemaTHKH i aBTomaTH3aiAKH KEHIJ PAH, HanER14K, POCCHA.

Coo6lUCH14C 06-beuHHCHHOM 14HCTHTYTa AaCPHEJX ticcncaoBaH14r. qy6Ha, 2004

Beshtoev Kh. M. E2-2004-58
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